
 

STAGE 1  RANGE 1 

START POSITION: Start seated on swing at mark, strong hand on ‘pull cord’ as demonstrated.  
HANDGUN READY CONDITION: Handgun loaded and holstered, chamber empty.  

PROCEDURE:  

On audible signal, engage all targets while 
remaining on the swinging seat. 

Pulling chord releases swinging seat and 
activates runner T4. T4 is a disappearing target.  

Seat must be activated prior to first shot fired. 

SCORING 

Rounds to be scored: 12 rounds, 60 points 

Targets: 6 IPSC targets 

Time starts: audible signal 

 

Set up Notes: 

Seat is the ‘demarcated area’.  
No touching ground while shooting. 

 

 
  



 

STAGE 2 RANGE 2 

START POSITION: Start toes at mark as demonstrated within the demarcated area.  
HANDGUN READY CONDITION: Handgun loaded and holstered, chamber empty. 

PROCEDURE:  

On audible signal, engage all targets as seen from 
within the demarcated area. 

IP2 activates swinging target T2 which activates 
bobbing target T3. 

SCORING 

Rounds to be scored: 10 rounds, 50 points 

Targets: 3 IPSC targets 
 4 IPSC poppers 
Time starts: audible signal 

 

  

 
  



 

STAGE 3   BUSH RANGE 4 

START POSITION: Standing at XX as demonstrated. 
HANDGUN READY CONDITION: Default. 

PROCEDURE:  

On audible signal, engage all targets as seen from 
within the demarcated area. 

SCORING 

Rounds to be scored: 26 rounds, 130 points 

Targets: 13 IPSC targets 
Time starts: audible signal 

 

  

 
  



 

STAGE 4 RANGE 5 

START POSITION: Standing at XX as demonstrated. 
HANDGUN READY CONDITION: Default. 

PROCEDURE:  

On audible signal, engage all targets as seen from 
within the demarcated area. 

SCORING 

Rounds to be scored: 24 rounds, 120 points 

Targets: 10 IPSC targets 

 4 IPSC poppers 

Time starts: audible signal 

 

  

 
  



 

STAGE 5 RANGE 6 

START POSITION: Standing at XX, as demonstrated. 
HANDGUN READY CONDITION: Default. 

PROCEDURE:  

On audible signal, engage all targets as seen from 
within the demarcated area.  

Stepping on stomp plate will activate bobbing 
target T3. 

SCORING 

Rounds to be scored: 21 rounds, 105 points 

Targets: 10 IPSC targets 
 1 IPSC popper 
Time starts: audible signal 

 

  

 
  



 

STAGE 6 RANGE 7 

START POSITION: Toes touching at XX, hands shoulder high as demonstrated. 
HANDGUN READY CONDITION: Default. 

PROCEDURE:  

On audible signal, engage all targets as seen from 
within the demarcated area. 

All targets to the left of low port must be engaged 
weak hand only. 

SCORING 

Rounds to be scored: 20 rounds, 100 points 

Targets: 10 IPSC targets 
Time starts:  audible signal 

 

  

 
  



 

STAGE 7 RANGE 8 

START POSITION: Standing at XX, as demonstrated.  
HANDGUN READY CONDITION: Default. 

PROCEDURE:  

On audible signal, engage all targets as seen from 
within the demarcated area. 

SCORING 

Rounds to be scored: 11 rounds, 55 points 

Targets: 5 IPSC targets 

 1 IPSC popper 

Time starts: audible signal 

 

  

 
  



 

STAGE 8 RANGE 9 

START POSITION: Standing at XX, hands at marks as demonstrated.  
HANDGUN READY CONDITION: Default. 

PROCEDURE:  

On audible signal, engage all targets as seen from 
within the demarcated area. 

IP3 activates swinging target T13. 

SCORING 

Rounds to be scored: 29 rounds, 145 points 

Targets: 13 IPSC targets 

 3 IPSC poppers 
Time starts: audible signal 

 

  

 
  



 

STAGE 9 RANGE 10 

START POSITION: Standing at XX, as demonstrated. 
HANDGUN READY CONDITION: Default. 

PROCEDURE:  

On audible signal, engage all targets as seen from 
within the demarcated area.  

Pulling ring opens ports. 

SCORING 

Rounds to be scored: 10 rounds, 50 points 

Targets: 5 IPSC targets 

Time starts: audible signal 

 

  

 
  



 

STAGE 10 RANGE 11 

START POSITION: Standing at either XX, as demonstrated.  
HANDGUN READY CONDITION: Handgun loaded and placed on either table, muzzle pointing directly 
downrange. All magazines to be used are to be placed on the table. 

PROCEDURE:  

On audible signal, engage all targets as seen from 
within the demarcated area. 

SCORING 

Rounds to be scored: 18 rounds, 90 points 

Targets: 9 IPSC targets 
Time starts: audible signal 

 
  

 
  



 

STAGE 11 RANGE 13 

START POSITION: Start seated as demonstrated on either seat. 
HANDGUN READY CONDITION: Handgun loaded, chamber empty and placed in box, muzzle pointing 
directly down range. 

PROCEDURE:  

On audible signal, engage all targets as seen from 
within the demarcated area with one round on 
each.  

Pulling button activates swinging target T1. Pulling 
lever lifts targets T2 and T3. Stepping on pedal 
activates runner T5 which activates bobber T4.  

All targets remain visible at rest. 

SCORING 

Rounds to be scored: 9 rounds, 45 points 

Targets: 8 IPSC targets 

 1 IPSC Popper 

Time starts: audible signal 

 

  

 
  



 

STAGE 12 RANGE 14 

START POSITION: Standing at XX, toes touching marks as demonstrated. 
HANDGUN READY CONDITION: Default. 

PROCEDURE:  

On audible signal, engage all targets with one 
round on each from within the demarcated area. 

SCORING 

Rounds to be scored: 10 rounds, 50 points 

Targets: 10 IPSC targets 

Time starts: audible signal 

 
  

 


